1994 honda accord ignition switch problem

Honda Accord owners have reported 2, electrical system related problems since Table 1 shows
the 32 most common electrical system problems. The number one most common problem is
related to the vehicle's electrical system 1, problems. The second most common problem is
related to the vehicle's ignition switch problems. For details of each of the problem category,
use the links in the table. Car intermittently stalls. It happened when I was driving on a highway
and almost got hit by the incoming traffic. We took it to the Honda dealer and diagnosed it was
the electrical portion of the ignition switch. I remembered they have a recall to replace the
switch. Read details Starter malfunctioned while parked on the street. This is a widely reported
issue with hundreds of reports online and no recall. Car died on the street. The contact owns a
Honda Accord. The contact stated that while using the push to start button, the vehicle failed to
start. There was an abnormal clicking and grinding sound coming from the vehicle. At 52k
miles, engine will not crank when key is turned. After several attempts, engine will finally crank
and then will start as if nothing were wrong. Happens at least once in every times starting
engine is attempted. Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of Honda
Accord. The Ignition Switch problem Car intermittently stalls. The Starter problem Starter
malfunctioned while parked on the street. The Ignition problem The contact owns a Honda
Accord. Electrical System problems. Ignition Switch problems. Starter problems. Ignition
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Horn Assembly problems. Instrument Panel problems.
Battery problems. Battery Dead problems. Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems. Software
problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Ignition Module problems. Underhood Wiring
problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. Dashboard Failed
problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Starter Relay problems. Battery Cable
problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Electrical Failure
problems. Computer Failure problems. Headlights Turn Off While Driving problems. Trunk
Wiring problems. Power Door Locks Not Working problems. Back Up Alarm problems. O2
Sensor problems. Battery Propulsion System problems. These include stalling issues, not
starting, and no power to the radio or accessories. That is called the lock cylinder. The ignition
switch typically sits directly behind the lock cylinder. It has three main functions. The most
noticeable symptom of a bad ignition switch is stalling. Your Accord stalls because the faulty
switch turns off the fuel pump or power to the ignition. When this happens, the engine will not
be able to run until it gets that signal back. If your Honda Accord is starting right up, but then
immediately dies, that is a very good indication that the ignition switch is bad. But, you are
getting it when the starter is engaged. You release the key, and your Accord immediately dies. A
bad ignition switch can cause your Accord not to start at all. And, it can keep your Accord from
starting in a couple of different ways. The engine will just turn over with no spark. The ignition
switch is responsible for sending power to the accessories. So, if you find yourself in a
situation where your Accord runs, but nothing else in it works, it may be a bad ignition system
causing your problems. There are a few parts of the electrical system that work without the key
at all for safety reasons, such as the headlights, brake lights, horn, and dome light. Things such
as the power windows but not power locks , sunroof, radio, rear defrost, and climate control are
all going to depend on the ignition switch for power. The opposite of having the power not
going to the accessories, fuel pump, ECM, and ignition is having them continue to get power
even though the key has been turned to the off position. These were a few of the most common
symptoms of a bad ignition switch in your Honda Accord. If there is anything that you would
like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you for reading, and good luck! Power the
Accessories- This should be what you get when you turn the key to the first position. This
allows you to use the power windows, radio, and any other accessory that is equipped in your
Honda Accord. Ignition- This position activates your ignition system and the fuel pump. At this
point fuel is pressurized at the fuel rails, and the engine is ready to fire the plugs when it turns
over. Starter- This position cranks the starter. Stalling on the Road The most noticeable
symptom of a bad ignition switch is stalling. Starts then Dies If your Honda Accord is starting
right up, but then immediately dies, that is a very good indication that the ignition switch is bad.
Lack of Power to Accessories The ignition switch is responsible for sending power to the
accessories. Battery Draining The opposite of having the power not going to the accessories,
fuel pump, ECM, and ignition is having them continue to get power even though the key has
been turned to the off position. Search your problem. Related problems:. Top problems. Twice
in the last few months my car's engine would not turn over when i turned the key to the start
position. It only made a buzzing sound. I returned the key to the resting position and tried again.
Both times it started. I took it to the honda dealer to have it serviced. The technician told me this
was normal. It's normal for a car to start when you turn the key. Comment Same issue here. Car
have no spark no even the best in the world can solve this problem. I've replaced everything
you could think of. And still no start. Electronic control unit Buzzing Ignition switch. While

parked, the vehicle was unable to start and an abnormal buzzing sound emitted from the
ignition switch. The contact stated the vehicle was able to start on the second attempt. The
failure recurred intermittently. The dealer could not duplicate the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 42,
Ignition switch Starter. When trying to start my honda accord lx, i have to attempt it several
times turning the ignition switch back and forth before it will start. Sometimes it starts right
away, sometimes it takes 16 times! The car being so new does not have "after market" parts and
so i would have to buy it new. Electronic control unit Noise Ignition switch. The contact stated
that the vehicle would make a sparking noise whenever the key was inserted into the ignition
switch. The failure recurred multiple times. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
approximate failure was 36, Problem Accord SE 2. Ignition switch Stalls. The contact stated he
was able to remove the key out of the ignition switch without the vehicle being in park and on
several occasions the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where
the technician was unable to diagnose the failure. The failure mileage was , and the current
mileage was , Problems with a Accord? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu
usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find
the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us.
Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. Repair guides
and support for the 5th generation Honda Accord coupe, sedan, and wagon. Peacheslogan
peacheslogan. I have changed a new alternator new battery new fuse box new ground wire
checked all fuses and the car alternator is not telling the battery its time to charge but has. Bad
02 sensor will that shut the car down when Yu take off battery cables and not charge battery. I
have a Honda accord lx and it keeps draining battery only when I drive and I got a new
alternator and battery what's the problem??? Blake Klein blakeklein. Alternator is good but not
charging due to missing power supply. Test to battery voltage at the main mast. It should be hot
at all times. Check the 4 pin connector for secure connection. Perform alternator output test.
With engine at normal operating temperature, remove alternator harness connector. See Fig.
Turn ignition switch to ON position. If battery voltage is present, go to step 4. If battery voltage
is not present, check dash fuse No. Turn ignition off. Reconnect alternator harness connector.
Connect alternator tester with integral carbon pile Sun VAT to system. Set tester switch to
position No. Ensure all accessories are off. Start engine. Operate engine at RPM and check
output voltage. If voltage is greater than Let engine idle. Remove tester inductive pick-up, and
zero ammeter. Reconnect inductive pick-up. Operate engine at RPM and check voltage. If
voltage is less than Using carbon pile function of tester, apply load until voltage drops to
Amperage should be 30 amps or greater. With engine still at RPM, full-field charging system.
Amperage should be 40 amps or greater. If amperage is not within specification, replace
alternator. If voltage is not within specification, replace defective internal voltage regulator. Sal
Mendez. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Peacheslogan peacheslogan Rep: 1. View the
answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No.
Voted Undo. Score 0. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen
Solution. Blake Klein blakeklein Rep: Hi Peacheslogan, There are a few possibilities: 1.
Alternator is faulty. Maybe there was an error with the benchtest. Was this answer helpful?
Score 3. Sal Mendez Rep: 13 1. Replacing an alternator. Score 1. Add your answer
Peacheslogan will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The ignition switch is one of the most
important electronic components commonly found on many road-going cars and trucks. It is
usually located on the steering column, just behind the ignition lock cylinder. The two work
together to turn on and start the vehicle. The ignition switch has several positions that power on
different systems as the key is turned. Most ignition switches will activate the electrical
accessories in the first position, power on the fuel and ignition systems on the second position,
and crank the engine on the third. The ignition switch is used every time the vehicle is powered
on and started. It will eventually wear out and begin to have issues. Usually, a faulty ignition
switch will produce any of the following 5 symptoms that can alert the driver of a potential
issue. One of the first symptoms of an issue with the ignition switch is a vehicle that suddenly
stalls while the engine is operating. If the ignition switch fails while the engine is operating it
may cut off power to the ignition and fuel systems, which will cause the engine to stall.
Depending on the exact issue, the vehicle may or may not be able to be restarted a short while
later. An engine that refuses to start can be another sign of a bad ignition switch. The ignition
switch sends power to the the starter motor, engine controls, and ignition controls. An engine
not starting could be one of them. The ignition switch will momentarily provide power to the fuel
pump and ignition system when it is in the cranking position, which may allow the vehicle to
start. When the key is inserted and turned and the accessories do not power on, it may be a
sign of an issue with the ignition switch or lock cylinder. Similar symptoms can also be caused

by fuse and wiring issues, so having the vehicle properly diagnosed is highly recommended. If
the ignition key gets stuck when turning on the car or removing the key, it may be a sign of a
worn out ignition switch. Ignition switches are one of the most frequently used switches on a
vehicle, and like all electrical switches, can eventually wear out and require service. If you
suspect your vehicle may be having an issue with the ignition switch , have the vehicle
inspected by a professional technician to determine if it should be replaced. The most popular
service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified
mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. Car stalls while driving One of the
first symptoms of an issue with the ignition switch is a vehicle that suddenly stalls while the
engine is operating. The engine does not start An engine that refuses to start can be another
sign of a bad ignition switch. Issues turning or removing the key If the ignition key gets stuck
when turning on the car or removing the key, it may be a sign of a worn out ignition switch.
Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should
be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto
Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. What Does Ignition Timing Mean?
Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Michael
27 years of experience. Request Michael. Chris 22 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris
arrived early and had our problem solved in a short time. Great service!! This is the second time
I've used Chris. Prompt, courteous and always goes above and beyond. Chris will be my go to
guy for all of my repairs. Danny 11 years of experience. Request Danny. Danny was very
professional and did a great job. No complaints. Everything went well as so far to my
satisfaction. Michael 38 years of experience. Very knowledgeable on time great Tech. Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. Each Each system on your car is controlled by a switch. The
ignition and starting system are controlled by the ignition switch, your power windows and door
locks are operated by switches, your heater controls have buttons and switches, and Read
more. What to Do If Your Car Switches Get Dirty Your Your car interior gets dirty from normal
everyday usage where dust settles inside, from a mishap like spilling french fries to accidentally
leaving a window or door open at an inopportune time. Dirt can get into your vehicle, wreaking
When When you operate any function inside your car, you are using a switch in some fashion.
There are rocker switches, push buttons, lever switches, and toggle switches, among many
styles. All have
wiring diagram kawasaki vulcan 800
2015 subaru wrx owners manual
b wiring diagram
different appearances and while some operate in Related questions Belts squeal when starting,
turning, and going in reverse. This could be just a simple belt adjustment since you have
multiple belts on your car. I do not see a belt issue when going into reverse but turning could be
the power steering belt is loose. I would recommend Good bulbs, good fuses, only middle brake
light working, Honda Civic Hi there. If only the high mounted light in the middle works, then
there is a problem with the wiring to the rear lights. This is assuming that the bulbs are good. If
the bulbs are fine then I usually Truck does not start Hi. If the engine cranks normally but
doesn't start, most likely the engine is not getting fuel or spark. Just because you have fuel
pressure from the pump doesn't mean that fuel is getting to the engine. In modern vehicle,
Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection today! Vehicle Engine
Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

